Software

EZCSV
Import, format, clean, verify and export validated email addresses.
EZCSV has been developed in order to answer a need of formatting and verifying email addresses coming
from bought lists or created through Internet. They usually contain many incorrect addresses or contaminated
with anti-spam words. The software easily import email addresses through a file of type .CSV and also has
several options to correct the wrong email addresses basing itself on the existing domains.

The main window is the heart of the software. It does
allow importing data and setting up the parameters to
handle the email addresses according to your needs.
You also have access from this window to the
handling of rejected email addresses, export, and also
to the treatment of the contaminated emails with the
word SPAM.
Checking handles can be done in parallel threads, up
to 40 channels running at the same time in order to
verify if the domain bounded to the email address
exists or not.
The handling of contaminated email addresses can be
done either manually or automatically. 17 different
options are available to detect the word SPAM, and
16 variations can also be applied. All the permutations
are then checked with the chosen optional terms.
Most of the variations are detected and corrected. In
some cases, the software detects wrong addresses that
can not be corrected and deletes them automatically
from your database.
The export parameters do allow you to choose the
generating mode of the file, according to the norm
RFC-4180, or manually to meet your requirements.
You can select the quantity of addresses to export per
file, their starting and ending letters, growing by
alphabetical order, and the file name.
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